
We want to be inspired and to have our spirits elevated by 
seeing the very best that our fellow humans can create!

Being exposed to the best creative aspects of life allows us to feel 

we are leading a full, happy, and intellectually challenging life. 



What is this all about?



Like this beautiful new statue (see next slide for details)



Wilfred Owen was a famous poet who 
wrote about the horror and the ‘pity’ of 
warfare in the First World War.

He was killed by a sniper in the last week 
of the war, in 1918.

He grew up in Birkenhead (Liverpool) as a 
child. The statue is in Birkenhead.

HRH Prince Harry unveiled the statue this 
week – dedicated to Wilfred Owen.

Discussion Point

What message about war and its impact 
do you think the statue is trying to 
convey?



• Dreams and aspirations to be an actor?

• Love to sing and dance?

• Interested in costume making, or makeup?

• Inspired with idea of creating props and scenery?

The next School Production needs your creativity!

Click on the video on the next slide for inspiration



Sister Act

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ll1gFK7OUFg




• Dali was a famous Spanish painter

• He was born in 1904, and died in 1989.

• He was part of the Surrealist Movement, and known for his highly 

imaginative and eccentric paintings.

• His most famous painting is on the next slide.



• World famous painting called The Persistence of Memory. 

• Painted in 1931 – currently in a gallery in New York.

• Worth millions of pounds.

• Sometimes called ‘The Melting Clocks’.

• Links to the idea of the passage of time, and of human decay (notice the ants 

in the bottom left of the picture)

Challenge: why not look it up later for more details and information?



Thoughts? Why is this such a great photograph?



Healthy lifestyles

Click on this video to hear young people 

talking about their health.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=upqDj5L2NS8


Click on the video below.

It speaks for itself.

A group of differently - abled dancers – who relish being 

creative, and who have a mission to show society that 

anything is possible, if you life your life with courage and 

determination.

Click

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GC2IP9qxsYU


 Enjoy sports and keeping fit?

 Inspired by the possibility of working closely with people 

to help them improve their health, confidence, and 

lifestyle?

 Interested in (and willing to study) science and sport 

related subjects either at university or via an 

apprenticeship?

Click on this link to see a Day in the Life of a Personal 

Trainer.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WSoanMOT2QA

